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Abstract 
We show the existence of a weakly self-attractive Brownian motion in dimensions two and 
three. In other words, we show the existence of a "polymer measure" that is formally defined by 
~(d~o) = L-1 exp{2 S So _<s <~ ~<1 f i ( (D( t )  - -  O)(S)) ds dt}~(da)), where ~ is the standard Wiener 
measure in dimensions two or three, fi is the Dirac delta function at 0, L is a renormalizing 
constant and 2 is a positive constant. 
AMS classifications: Primary 60J55;60J65; Secondary 60B10; 60K35 
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I. Introduction 
Let B = (Bt,0 ~< t ~< 1) be a Brownian motion in Ea. The self-intersection local time 
(SILT) of B, over the interval [0, 1] is formally defined as 
= f b(B(t) - B(s))dsdt' (1) 
where ~ is the Dirac delta. 
Let c6 _-_ Co([0, 1], R a) be the space of continuous functions f :  [0, 1] ~ ~a such that 
f(0) = 0. Let ~ denote the standard Wiener measure on ~. A "polymer measure" is 
a measure on Z according to which sample functions behave like a weakly self- 
avoiding Brownian motion. The name comes from the fact that long polymers look 
very much like Brownian motions, modulo  the fact that they are unable, or tend not, 
to self-intersect. Formally,  polymer measures are derived from Wiener measure via 
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a simple change of measure, and are defined by the expression 
~a(dco) = L-1 exp{ -- 2Y}  ~(dco), (2) 
where the normalizing constant L is given by L = S~exp{-  2~--}~(dco). (Below, 
L will denote a generic normalizing constant hat may and usually will change from 
expression to expression.) 
The difficulty in defining (2) is that the random variable Y- makes sense only for 
d = 1. For d = 2, Varadhan (1969) gave a rigorous meaning to the expression in (2), 
and for d = 3 a non-trivial polymer measure was constructed by Westwater (1980). 
A simpler proof in the case d = 3 was later provided by Bolthausen (1993) for small 
values of the coupling parameter 2.
Our aim in this paper is to do something similar for attractive Brownian motion. 
This has been a problem of some interest recently in the random-walk setting, where 
there have been a number of papers on the so-called "reinforced" random walk, such 
as Pemantle (1988, 1992), Davis (1990), and, in a model closer in spirit to our own, 
Bolthausen (1994). 
In particular, we shall establish the existence of a non-trivial probability measure on 
the space c~ for d = 2, 3 which, in some sense, will behave like the measure 
.Y~a(do)) = L -  a exp{2~--} ~(de)). (3) 
Of course, as in (2), Y- is still undefined, so that we need to approach this measure in 
some limiting fashion. 
1.1. On constructing regular polymer measures 
As is well known (see, for example, Rosen 1983) the difficulty in defining J -  is due to 
divergence of the integral (1) on the diagonal s = t. If a small strip around the diagonal 
is removed, then the resulting random variable is very well behaved. Thus, let ~ be 
a small positive constant and define :-~, formally, by 
.~-E(e)) = dt ds 6(~o(t) - e)(s)). (4) 
In dimensions 2 and 3 Y~ can be well defined as an L2 limit of a sequence of random 
variables in which the delta function of (4) is replaced by approximate delta functions 
(cf. Rosen, 1983.) We shall, however, avoid this approximation, and assume that this 
well-defined limit random variable is what is meant by the formal expression (4). 
The usual approach to the problem of polymer measures is to now define a se- 
quence of approximating probability measures ~,~ on cg, by replacing Y in (2) by J-~, 
and then show that lim~ ~0 ~E exists. The limit is called the polymer measure. 
Indeed, in the two-dimensional case, Varadhan (1969) (see also Le Gall, 1985 and 
Yor, 1985) showed that 
l im(J -~ - E(Y~)) = Y (5) 
~0 
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exists in 5¢ 2 and E(e -~r) < oo. Furthermore, 




d~ - E(e-ZY)" (7) 
In the three-dimensional c se such a direct approach will not work, and a renormal- 
ization as in (5) does not exist. Nevertheless, one can show the existence of a weak 
limit of .~ as e ~ 0 (Westwater, 1980; Bolthausen, 1993). In this case, the limiting 
probability measure is singular with respect o the measure ~.  In both of these cases, 
a central part of the proof involves finding constants c~ such that E(e -~(~ c~)) is finite 
as e ~0.  
1.2. On constructing attractive polymer measures 
This case is much less well researched. The only result established so far is due to Le 
Gall (1994), who showed that for planar Brownian motion, there exists a constant 
2o such that E(e ~r) is finite for 0 < 2 < 20 and infinite for 2 > 20. 
A consequence of this result is that the "subtract the mean" normalization of (5) will 
not work in the attractive case, at least not for all 2. Thus, we shall take a slightly 
different route, that works for all 2 > 0 and for d = 3 as well as d = 2. 
For integers n >t 0 and real e > 0, we define a family of probability measures {~"  }, 
n~>0, s>0by 
YT:o 
~'~(dc.)  = ~'tx ~. ~t ~7-~J) ~(do).  (8) 
~'L~j=O j!~'J ! 
The sum appearing in the numerator of (8) is clearly just the partial sum of the Taylor 
series expansion of exp(2~-~). However, the denominator is not the corresponding 
expansion for exp(2E(Y~)) (the expectation is in the wrong place) and it turns out that, 
as a consequence of this, in the n ~ ~,  e --. 0 limit we will not need to demand that 12 I 
is sufficiently small. 
1.3. Main results 
We have three results. In each, "convergence" refers to the weak convergence of 
measures on cg. The first result is 
Theorem 1.1. For d = 2, 3 and for any 2 > 0, the family of measures {~'~} is tight. 
While tightness is a nice result, implying that any sequence of these measures 
has a convergent subsequence, it does not tell us that these converging subsequences 
have an interesting limit. In fact, the following result warns us that this is not always 
true. 
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Theorem 1.2. For d = 2, 3 and for  any f ixed 2 > 0 and n, ~ ' "  converges to the Wiener 
measure as e --* O. 
Despite this rather negative phenomenon, the calculations that go behind its proof, 
along with other calculations we have made, indicate that a result of the following 
kind must be true. 
Conjecture. For d = 2, 3, n = e -r, and 7 large enough, ~"~'~ converges to a limit measure 
on cg that is different o Wiener measure. 
Our best estimate of ~, at the moment is 7 = i. However, we have been unable to 
prove either the conjecture or, afortiori, establish that our estimate of the critical 7 is 
the fight one. 
A side result that comes out of our computations without much effort relates to the 
existence of self-intersection local time under the limit measure. Recall that the 
Brownian motion does not have a SILT in dimensions d ~> 2, but that the Westwater 
process (the self-avoiding polymer measure for d = 3) does (Zhou, 1992). The follow- 
ing, not unexpected, result shows that the attractive polymer measure for Brownian 
motion does not have a (non-renormalised) SILT in dimensions d = 2, 3. 
To state this result we introduce the notations ~ '~ for the weak limit of ~'"'~ as 
n ~ oo for fixed e > 0, and E~ '~ for the corresponding expectation. 
Theorem 1.3. 
limEff,~ [(y~)2] = oo. 
e~0 
All proofs are given in Section 2. 
(9) 
1.4. On the name "polymer measure" 
The change of measure in the usual, "repulsive" case was given the name "polymer" 
since the self-avoiding Brownian-like paths that it describes are supposed to look like 
strings of long polymers, which, because of physical limitations, cannot intersect. Thus, 
applying the same name to the attractive case is somewhat misleading, at least as far as 
the physical model is concerned. Nevertheless, a minus sign is such a small change in 
a model, that we have decided to retain the same name, despite obvious problems. 
2. Proofs 
2.1. An expression for  E~ "~ [exp(i Zk= 1 ZkBrk)] 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 both rely heavily on moment estimates, 
which, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, are most easily derived by studying 
E.~ '~ [exp(i 52~'= 1 2kB,,)]'  
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Fix rl, rz . . . . .  rm ~ [0, 1] and zl, z2, ..., z, ~ ~d. From (8) we have that 
E~,~(e i ~,7=lZkBrk ) = ~'=0 ~E(  ei Y~'=lz~Br~(°J')i) 
. ~ a-~ j ' (10)  
Y,j=o 7r.,E(J ) 
where E denotes the integral with respect to the Wiener measure ~'. Let 
dTj:= l-I~= 1 dhds ,  dUj:= I-I~= 1 dul, z:= (Za,Z2 . . . .  ,Zm), u := (Ul,U2, ... ,us), and set 
Ej:= {(Sl,t  1 . . . . .  sj, tj): 0 <~ st < tt <~ 1, tt -- st > ~, l = 1 . . . . .  j}. 
The following equality then follows by exploiting the "Fourier" representation of
the SILT obtained by simply replacing delta functions by their Fourier representa- 
tions. (cf. Rosen, 1983 for a detailed justification of this procedure.) 
E(e i2L ,z ,B ,k ( J ' ) J )=r r  ei(~(8 ....... B,.)'+,(B4-B ....... B,j - Bsj)') dUs dTj 
JgJ( j Rd)" 
B = f~ dTj f.,,.expI-(1/2)(z,u)(; , D)(Z,u) ldU  j. (11) 
Note that A and D are md × md andjd x jd  variance-covariance matrices of the vectors 
(B,,) and (Bt, - B~,), respectively. The matrix B is the matrix of cross covariances of the 
two vectors. We suppress the subscripts that must appear with the matrices B and 
D unless necessary. Let 
E-~:= and ]~ := \E12  Z22). (12) 
We can write the last line of (11) as 
rE, d T ~ ~ ' l l 2  ( ) I l l /2fn,).e-°lZ)(z'")x-'Iz"YdUj 
= ,j~[" dT. (2=)(" ÷Dd/z[E-[x--ff e -(1/z)~z;'~' 
s (2Tc)ma/2[Zl111/2 
= fl~ dTj(2~'sdi2( jE''IIEE2-~'l-EE['Z'EI''~'i2eIE,'' ] (,,2):~;,': 
= ["  dT  s (2r0SdnlE22 -- E'lzEi-lxE12 Ill 2 e-(Xi2),,',.', 
J 
= f dTs (2roSdi21D- i l l /2 e-li/e)=z;.7. (13) 
UE J 
Evaluating E(3~) j, along the same lines as above, we get 
E (~)  a -- f dT~ (2=)Ja/21 D- ~1 ai2. (14) 
dE J 
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Now, ~111 ~-  A - -  BD-1B '. Thus (10) can be written as 
~ g r ' l T . [ ~ n  ),J jd/2 ]Oj- 1[1 /2  e - I/2zBjDJ 'B'Jz' 
/~,~,e(ei Z~"=tzkB,~) = e-(l/2)zAz' ~J=O~JE~" J t2/l:/ 
,~,, ~f  dZj(2u)Jd/ZlD;lll/2 (15) 
Z.~j= 0 J! JEj 
Note that in the above derivation we could have taken the elements of the vector z to 
be complex instead of real. 
2.2. Proof  of  Theorem 1.1 
To prove tightness of the family {~,]'~} .... it suffices to show that, for some 
finite c, 
E"£~[IBt+o - B,[ 43 ~< c32. (16) 
Let 0 be real. In Eq. (15), take m=2,  rl =t+6,  r2=t ,  zl =- i0e  and 
z2 = i0e, where e is the d-dimensional row vector with all elements equal to 1, to 
obtain 
n ,U jd/2 [1/2e-(O2/2)( e,e)BjDj'B~(-e,e)' 
E,],E(e0(,,+o ,,)) = e(4/2)02~ E j :o  y! ~jdTj(2~t) ]Dr 1 
E ~= o ~{ IE~ d Tj(2n)Jd/2 lD ;  1] 1/2 . (17) 
Since 
d 4 
E"a,~[IB,+a - B,[ 4] = -d-~ E~,*(e°(B,-- B,))]o=o, (18) 
a little differentiation establishes (16). Although we leave the (straightforward) etails 
to the reader, we note one crucial inequality needed in the derivation that is not 
immediately obvious. 
On differentiating (17) it is clear that the expression ( -e ,e )B jDf lB ' j ( -e ,e ) '  
appears a number of times. To bound this, note that since for each j, the matrix 
;11 = A - B jDf  1B) is non-negative definite, it follows that 
0 <~ ( --e,e)BjDjaB'2( -e ,e) '  ~< d6. (19) 
This fact and a little algebra complete the proof. [] 
2.3. Some preliminary calculations 
In this section we shall prepare a number of lemmas necessary for proving 
Theorem 1.2. Computations of a similar nature, which we have not been able to 
complete, have led us to the conjecture in the Introduction. 
By definition, 
E[(~Y-~) j] = E[~(Bs~ -- Bt,) "" 3(Bs~ -- Bt)] [ I  dsldti. (20) 
0, l]2Jc3{Isi tel > e,i = 1 . . . . .  j} i=  1 
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Let 
A = [0, 1]zion{Is, - t~l > e, i = 1 . . . . .  j; (si,ti)C~(sk,tk) = O, i ,k -= 1 . . . .  ,j, i 4 = k} 
and set 
L j eE(,~gJ3 h = EEa(B,, - B,,) ... 6 (B~, -  B,,)] 1-I d&dti ,  
i=1 
(21) 
which is nothing but the restriction of the range of the integral in (20) to the set A. 
We know from Rosen (1983) that although Y-~ diverges as e ~ 0 it is finite for all 
e > 0; that is, as long as the integration in (20) avoids the diagonal. The following 
lemma makes a more precise statement on the nature of this divergence and will be 
used in conjunction with (15) to prove Theorem 1.2. 
Lemma 2.1. For a f ixed j ,  E[( J -9 J'] = O((ln e) ~)/fd = 2 and E[(Y-~) j] = O(e-J/2),/f 
d = 3, as e --+ O. Moreover,  
l im(  E[(#a-~! ' ] ~= 1. 
~-,o \e  E(,~-9'] h /  
(22) 
Remark. The second part of Lemma 2.1 tells us that the integral in (20) outside of set 
A diverges at a rate strictly smaller than the overall rate of divergence. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. We prove Lemma 2.1 by refining the estimates in Rosen (1983). 
We shall give details of the calculations only for the case d = 3. The case d = 2 is 
similar. We shall use the following notations. Let T ~ =(s~,t~) and write 
(v l , . . . ,Vz j )=(s l , t l , . . . , s~, t j ) ,  B : -{ (s , t ) : t>s , t - s>e}c~[0 ,1]  2. Let n be a 
permutation of {1, ... ,2j}. Set A(n) = {(vl, ... ,v2j): v~(1) < v~t2) < ... < v~tzi)}, 
and ug=v~(i), i=1  . . . .  ,2j, with Ua j+ l= l .  Define the disjoint intervals 
Ri = [u i ,u i+l]  i=- 1, . . . ,2 j ,  and, for z i~ 3, define zi =~l:R~_E<,a zt, i=  1, ... ,2j. 
Finally, let R2j be the interval to the right ofR2j_ 1 and take i2k = 0. We can now write 
(cf. Rosen, 1983) 
- f~fBe-Y~, ' le ,  fftR, IdTdz. E[(Y-~) j] = (2n) d  ,, '~A(~) (23) 
We can assume that U{=I [si,t i] is connected, by working with each component 
separately if necessary. 
Note that each interval [si, tt] is a union of the adjacent Ri. We define f(/) and r(1) 
by requiring that Rim is the first and Rra)- 1 is the last of the Ri intervals in [st, tt]. 
Thus, 
[st, tt] = Rf(o~ARf(t)+ 1U "'" wRr(t)- 1. 
Note that each Ri is either an Rf(l) or R,t 0 for an unique 1. 
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We shall require the following two lemmas for our proof. Lemma 2.2 is Lemma 3 of 
Rosen (1983), while Lemma 2.3 is Eq. (3.15) there. 
Lemma 2.2. The collection ~:(~), ... ,2:u) defines a non-singular co-ordinate system 
for ~3j. 
Lemma 2.3. The following equivalence holds: 
span{i,m . . . .  ,z,u,} =span{zi: [si, ti]c~(,~l Rr(k,) ~ 0}. 
As a first step, note that if i is such that R:(~) = [si, t~] for some l, then zl contributes 
only to the sum in ii. So we can replace the integral with respect o z~ by the integral 
with respect o i~. Pulling this integral out together with the ds~ dh integral, we can 
bound it by 
f ldtlfi '-~dslf~diiele,:(t'-~,)=nd/2(~-l/2-1). (24) 
Suppose there are r such indices. These give a contribution of e -~/2. 
Now consider the remaining i:'s, which still form a non-singular set of co-ordinates 
for the remaining z's. We now deal with the remaining integrals. In what follows, the 
reader is requested to mentally delete all indices that have been integrated out above. 
This is to save on additional notation. 
If z~ ¢ span {i,(~) . . . . .  ~,w }, then this means (by Lemma 2.3) that there are no indices 
k such that tke(S~,t~), i.e., either [s~,t~] is as in the case above, or if there is 
some variable inside (si, t~), it can only be one of the Sk'S. But since we assumed 
the components to be connected, there can only be one such index i of the latter 
kind. 
We now note the following fact which we shall need to use. 
Fact 1. From Lemma 4 of Rosen 
{Zf(l),Zr(1) . . . . .  Zr(j)} is ~3j  and ]Rf(l) I > e/2j. 
For the R:(~) integral we use the following bound: 
~ 1 e (e/2j)lz:(,)l: _ e -  Iz:(off e rz:"~12tdt- 
Zf(l) I d e/2j I - 2 
= e_t~/2j)le:.,,2 (_l -- e[ ~f(/) [2(1-e/2J)lgfm'z) 
<~ ce -t~/=:)le:'12 [1 + I~f.)12] -1. 
For the remaining integrals we use the bound 
f~e te, t~td t 1 - -  e 1~'12 i~il z ~<c[l+lei[2]  - ' .  
(1983), we can find an I such that the span of 
(25) 
(26) 
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Using the above two bounds, we can bound the remaining integrals in (23) by 
fa J c 1-I(1+ 
3~ k= 1 
Z,qk) [z) - 1 (1 + I Z,~k)[2)- 1e -(,/2j)le¢,,,I ~ dz 
~< c I-I (1 + Iffy~k)12)-2dz (1 + [~ak)[2) -z e-I'/J)le~"'l'dz . 
3j k= 1 3j k= 1 
(27) 
Using Lemma 2.2 and Fact 1 above, we can make a change of variables from z to 
~r~k)'S in the first integral and to ~,tk)'S, ~,ra) in the second integral. 




fR e-(,/j)lZl~ dz = g-  3/4 ( j~) -  3/2 
3 
(29) 
So, the rate at which (27) diverges as e -* 0 is e- 3/4. The upshot of all these calculations 
is the following. 
If there are r indices i for which [s~, hi does not contain any other sj or t~, then the 
integral with respect to these indices contribute  -'/2 to the divergence. Of the 
remaining j -  r intervals, each connected component contributes e-3/4. The worst 
case is when the intervals overlap in pairs. So, the worst-case contribution from the 
remaining j - r indices is d 3/4) (j -~/2). The total divergence rate is then 
8-  ((r/2) + (3/4) (j r/2)) (30) 
and 
r 3 f j  -- r'~ j (31) 
the right side being the case when r = j or when all the intervals are disjoint. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. [] 
2.4. P roo f  o f  Theorem 1.2 
Let r l , r2  . . . .  ,rm~[0,1] and z l , z2 ,  . . . ,ZmeR d. We show that the sequence 
E~ ''[exp(i~k= 1 ZkB,,)] converges as e ~0,  where E "'~ denotes the integral with 
respect o the measure ~ '~.  Recall Eq. (15): 
~,n z~¢ ATt27~xje/2[D71[1/2 e 1/2zB~D,'B;z' 
Enz, E(ei27~lzkBr,) = e-(l/2)zAz'/-'J=Of JEj u jt ! 
ET= o ~ i~, dTj(2g) in/210[ I I 1/2 (32) 
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Since, for each j, y- ix  = A - B jD  7 aB) is a non-negative definite matrix, it follows that, 
for fixed n and z, we have that zBD-  ~B'z' is bounded uniformly inj  ~< n and ~ > 0. This 
fact, together with Lemma 2.1, implies that the behavior of the above ratio as ~ ~ 0 is 
determined by the term corresponding to j = n and the integration over E, can be 
replaced by integration over S, = E ,n{~ 7= l [si ,  ti] = 0}. To complete the proof  we 
need only show that 
~s. d T.[ D~- 1 [1/2 e - ¢m)~B"D"~K~' 
--* 1 as e --* 0. (33) 
~s. dT.I D~- 111/2 
On S,, D~- a = diag((t~ - &)- ~ I)7= ~, where I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. The matrix 
B, can be written as (B~,'J), where each element Bi, 'j is a 3 x 3 matrix. On S,, 
B i'j = var(B~,,B~_~) = ( t jAr l  - s jA r i ) I  <~ (tj - s j) I .  So, on S, ,B ,D;~B' ,  <~ (Ki ' J I ) ,  
where K~ '~ = t~ - si. Now, in (33), make the obvious change of variables ui = t~ - si, 
i = 1, . . . ,  n. Both the numerator and the denominator diverge to infinity as e ~ 0. 
Apply l'H6pital's rule n times (with respect o ~), and consider those terms in both the 
numerator and denominator that diverge at the maximum rate of ~ ./2 to conclude 
that the limit of (33) as ~ ~ 0 is the same as 
lim e - (e / /2 )z ' /Z '  ~- - -  1, (34) 
e--*0 
where ! is the 3n x 3n identity matrix. This completes the proof  of Theorem 1.2. []  
2.5. P roo f  o f  Theorem 1.3 
Let k i> 1 be an arbitrary integer: 
E~,'E(J~) 2] _ ~ j=o~'~w )
~ oo AJ lff,( ~ 'e~j  j=o  J! L'[ ~" I 
2J = 2-2y~f=2~j ( j  - 1)E( J ' ) J  
j=O fi L'~ ~" 1 
2 k-XXJ E (y , ) j  2 -2  2 E j=2~J ( J - -1 )  ~ ~" ' Zj=kZJ ( J  -- 1)E( J ' )  j 
= v~ ~m~-~J  + w~ ~J~'l,~-~J (35) 
Z.~j=oj]~t~[ " ] L j=0~ L~, ~" ] 
The first term on the right tends to zero as e ~ 0, since E [ ( J - ' )  j] diverges at the rate 
e -j/2. The second term is bounded below by 
1 2 J17g~e' t j  ~, ~ AJK;'[~7-e~j 
2-2k(k - 1 ) -E~- - - ° J ! '~ J  j +/-"J=°Y"'~w" ) (36) 
oo M 
i=o7~ E(Y-~) j
The term on the right tends to 2-2k(k - 1) as e ---, 0. Since k is arbitrary, we conclude 
that E~"[ ( J -~)  z] tends to infinity as e --, 0. This proves Theorem 1.3. []  
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